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Note: This is a chapter of my dissertation titled ‘That thesis: a competition mechanism for anaphoric expressions’, where I explore different expressions that are used to refer to familiar entities across languages. I propose that the difference in distribution and interpretation of anaphoric expressions result from a competition, and that this competition can be derived from underlying denotations. This chapter investigates the distribution and interpretation of different anaphoric expressions in American Sign Language (ASL) and how the competition mechanism can account for the data. The majority of this work can be read independently from the rest of the dissertation, but there are some references to the competition mechanism of anaphoric expressions that I propose in previous chapters, especially in the final analysis section (with short reminders). A manuscript that combines this chapter with a more elaborate discussion of the competition mechanism is in preparation.

This paper proposes a new analysis of anaphoric expressions in American Sign Language (ASL). ASL makes use of a number of anaphoric expressions, including the null argument, the bare noun, as well as different kinds of indexical pointing (IX). IX can be used to point and refer to actual referents, and can also associate abstract locations in the signing space (loci) to refer to referents not present in the context. This latter use of IX has received a lot of attention in the formal semantic literature, especially in the variable vs. variable-free semantics debate (cf. Jacobson 1999), as loci were analyzed as overt instantiations of indices (Lillo-Martin & Klima 1990).

In this work, I present data that suggest that IX with a locus is very much restricted in distribution and licensing conditions. This has been observed in a number of reference tracking studies (Czubek 2017; Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016), but have not been discussed much in the formal literature. I present this disconnect and motivate a more fine-grained investigation of IX in ASL. Based on an investigation on different uses of anaphoric expressions in ASL, I propose an alternative analysis of IX, where a) IX to a neutral position and IX to a locus are semantically distinguished, and b) IX to a locus is analyzed as a modifier that triggers a contrast. I show that the proposed semantic analysis and the general competition mechanism allow us to account for the distribution of the anaphoric expressions in ASL more fully.
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1. **Introduction: Disconnect on studies of IX**

American Sign Language (ASL) has recently received a lot of attention in the formal semantic literature, especially where it is argued to exhibit distinctions that are invisible or at least less clear in spoken languages. In the domain of anaphoric elements, the main focus has been on the pointing gesture (indexical; IX) directed to a location in the signing space (locus) (cf. Kouididobra & Lillo-Martin 2016; Neidle et al. 2000). Since it has been claimed that loci are overt instantiations of indices that variables carry for pronominal reference (Lillo-Martin & Klima 1990), researchers have focused quite exclusively on IX and loci in formal studies of ASL anaphora (cf. Irani 2016; Kouididobra & Lillo-Martin 2016; Kuhn 2015; MacLaughlin 1997; Neidle et al. 2000; Schlenker 2011; Steinbach & Onea 2015).

Less considered in this series of literature is that IX, especially IX to a locus, is neither obligatory nor frequent in anaphora in ASL. Like any other sign or spoken language, ASL makes use of various anaphoric expressions including the null argument, pronominal elements, and full noun phrases, in addition to IX. In fact, when we take a look at narrative production studies like Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016 and Czubek 2017, we can see that IX is actually quite infrequent in natural discourse. Instead, null arguments and other mechanisms such as constructed action (where the signer iconically reproduce the action of the referent) are used much more frequently.

The fact that ASL makes use of other anaphoric mechanisms and that IX is infrequent in production studies provide an empirical challenge for these formal semantic studies. For example, the strongest interpretation of the argument that sign language loci are overt instantiations of indices cannot hold, as loci are not obligatory in all anaphoric references. Indices in formal semantics are assumed to be present whenever anaphora takes place. Thus, if ASL instantiates indices with loci, we would expect loci to be used in all anaphoric expressions. But loci are not overtly present in null arguments, bare nouns, or even in some uses of IX that are used anaphorically. Thus, the argument we can maintain would be that indices can be overtly instantiated in ASL even though they are also often covert. It would have to be explained why, in a single language, covert and overt forms of indices are both available, and why the overt form is so infrequent.¹ Such discussions have not surfaced yet, due to a large disconnect between formal semantic/syntactic literature and referent tracking studies in ASL. In this chapter, I evaluate the formal semantic claims about ASL IX against the distributional properties observed in referent tracking studies and suggest an alternative formal analysis that could better account for natural production data.

I first present an overview of anaphoric expressions available in ASL, especially focusing on the claims made about ASL IX in the formal literature as well as the distributional properties observed in narrative production studies. Based on the relative frequency of bare nouns, null arguments, and different forms of IX in the narrative production studies (Czubek 2017; Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016), I then present a new hypothesis where **locus in ASL is triggered by contrast with competing referents**. Specifically, I argue that loci are licensed in anaphora only when there is a need to point out the intended referent from the rest of competing referents. This differs from previous accounts of locus in that the main role of loci is to draw contrast rather than to refer anaphorically.

The relative frequency of bare nouns, null arguments, and different IX forms reported in narrative production studies allow us to see some trends that track with contrast with competing referents. However, there are limitations in directly testing the predictions from these data due to two reasons.

---

¹ Note that this is different from languages allowing covert and overt pronouns. A pronoun is a morphosyntactic element, while indices are formal entities that are assumed to be present in the underlying structure of all anaphoric references. A morphosyntactic element can be covert, but in this argument, it would have to be this formal element that can have both covert and overt instantiations, unlike spoken languages.
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First, different forms of IX – specifically the neutral IX and the IX to locus – were not distinguished in their counts. Because my hypothesis is that IX with a locus, not IX in general, is used for contrast, we are not able to test this prediction directly. Second, the presence of competing referents was not coded in their studies. Their focus was on the distinction between maintained and reintroduced anaphora, which code whether the antecedent was introduced in the immediately preceding sentence (maintained) or prior to the immediately preceding sentence (reintroduced), as is common in referent tracking studies. However, the factor that is important for my hypothesis is the presence of other competing referents rather than the distance between the antecedent and the anaphor. It is possible that there is no competing referent even in reintroduced contexts, for example, if the referent is first introduced and then the story continues to talk about that referent for the next several sentences. Because the data are not coded for the presence of competing referents, we are not able to directly test for the role of contrast in analyzing different forms of IX.

Thus, in order to investigate the distribution and meaning of different forms of IX more closely, I present a set of comprehension data in Ahn, Kocab, and Davidson 2019 that involved a series of consultation sessions with three ASL informants. We manipulated the number of referents in the discourse as well as the choice of the anaphoric expression and asked the participants to indicate how felicitous the sentence is, and whether the referents of the anaphoric expressions were clear.

Based on this set of data, I propose an analysis of anaphoric expressions in ASL. First, I show how the basic denotations of each anaphoric expression in ASL allow for a naturally derived scale, as I have done in spoken languages in previous chapters. The scale contains the null argument in the lower end of the scale, and is built with expressions that carry more restrictions occupying higher positions in the scale. Second, I propose that the category of IX must be semantically distinguished between IX to a neutral position (IX_{NEUT}) and IX to a locus (IX_{LOC}). This is a novel claim that differs from syntactic accounts of locus vs. neutral position as in Steinbach & Onea 2015 or Kuhn 2015 where the difference was suggested to be a syntactic, feature-based difference that does not have semantic consequences. This claim is also different from accounts of IX such as in Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin 2016 where the analysis of IX_{NEUT} was assumed to apply to IX with a locus as well. In my analysis, the two forms of IX are shown to have different distributions as well as different meanings. Under my account, IX_{NEUT} carries a phi-information that specifies animacy, while IX_{LOC} is a modifier that contributes the property of being signed at the given locus. After proposing the denotations for the null argument and the bare noun, I show that the competition mechanism proposed in the previous chapters allows us to better account for the distributional properties observed in previous studies.

I focus mainly on null arguments, bare nouns, and forms of IX in ASL in the scope of this work, leaving other mechanisms such as constructed action, classifiers, and clitics for future investigation. At the end of the chapter, I briefly discuss the use of clitics and how they relate to the current work in the analysis of directional verbs in sign languages.

2 Anaphoric expressions in ASL

I start with an overview of the three kinds of anaphoric expressions used in ASL that are discussed in this chapter: null arguments, bare nouns, and IX. After discussing any formal analysis available from previous accounts for each expression, I present the frequency data from corpus studies (Czubek 2017; Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016) that tell us how frequent each expression is in naturally occurring anaphoric contexts. The disconnect between formal studies and corpus-based studies surface again in this overview: the formal investigation of these expressions are disjoint pieces of work that focus on each expression in isolation, and thus often do not take into consideration its
distributional properties.
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2.1 Null arguments

ASL makes use of null arguments very frequently. Corpus and production studies show that null arguments are frequently used in sign languages (cf. Coppola et al. 2013; Czubek 2017; Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016. In the formal semantic literature, there has been a discussion on whether the null argument in ASL is similar to that of Romance languages or to that of Mandarin. Bahan et al. (2000) argue that it should be analyzed as the Romance type, showing that null arguments in ASL have the same licensing restrictions as Romance pro. Lillo-Martin (1986, 1991), on the other hand, argues that ASL is a hybrid language that has both the Romance type and the Mandarin type. The main distinction between the Romance type and the Mandarin type is that the former is only licensed when the verb is inflected to show agreement. In the Mandarin type, such inflection is not visible. Simplifying a bit, the agreement-licensing property results in a syntactic restriction on Romance pro: it is only available in the subject position, while the Mandarin pro does not have such restrictions (but see Liu 2014 for restrictions on Mandarin pro-drop).

(1) a.  
El *(la) vio.
he her.cl saw
‘He saw her.’ [Spanish]

b. Ta kanjian ∅ le.
he saw asp
‘He saw him.’ (Roberts & Holmberg 2010:9) [Mandarin]

(2) a. Qui non *si) puó fumare
here not SI can smoke
‘One is not allowed to smoke here.’ (Roberts & Holmberg 2010:12) [Italian]

b. ∅ kitsuen deki-masen
smoke can-neg
‘One cannot smoke here.’ [Japanese] [All examples from Koulidobrova 2012]

Koulidobrova (2012) argues that null arguments in ASL cannot be analyzed in parallel to the Romance type. She shows that ASL null arguments allow generic and indefinite readings. This is not predicted under the Romance pro story because the agreement-licensed pro must be definite.

(3) ∅ CAN’T SMOKE HERE
‘One can’t smoke here.’

Koulidobrova (2012) also provides arguments against analyzing ASL null arguments similar to East Asian null arguments. Null arguments in East Asian have often been analyzed as argument ellipsis, and have been shown to occur in non-DP positions such as AP, PP, and CP positions in Japanese. A case of the CP ellipsis is shown below in (4).

(4) Taroo-wa zibun-ga tensai da to omotteiru ga Ken-wa ∅ omotteinai.
Taroo-TOP self-NOM genius be that think while Ken-TOP think-not
‘Taroo thinks that he is a genius while Ken does not think ()’ [CP ellipsis]

Koulidobrova shows that ASL null arguments are restricted to the nominal domain. For example, CP ellipsis is not possible as in (5).

(5) MARY FEEL neu POSS TEACHER PREFER BOOK PAPER, PETER NOT FEEL THAT */∅.
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‘Mary feels that the teacher prefers paper-made books [to kindle], but Peter does not feel that/the same.’

Thus, she argues that ASL null arguments are not like East Asian null arguments. Note, however, that Japanese null arguments are not always analyzed as argument ellipsis. Kurafuji (2018) analyzes null arguments in Japanese as a case of choice function. Also, it is not the case that all East Asian languages allow ellipsis in non-nominal positions. For example, Korean does not allow ellipsis in AP, PP, or CP positions. It only allows null arguments in the nominal domain, similar to ASL. The CP ellipsis example parallel to (4) is shown in (6).

(6) \textit{Jin-un casin-i pwucokhata-ko sayngakakha-ciman Namjoon-un kulehkey/*∅} \\
\textit{Jin-TOP self-NOM imperfect-that think-but Namjoon-TOP like-that/∅} \\
\textit{sayngkakhaci anhnun-ta.} \\
\textit{think NEG-DECL} \\
‘Jin thinks that he is imperfect, but Namjoon does not think so.’

Note that in (6), the null argument is impossible and instead the anaphoric demonstrative \textit{ku} must appear, much like what we see in (5) from Koulidobrova 2012. Thus, while null arguments in ASL do not seem to have the same restrictions as Romance pro, there needs to be more research on cross-linguistic variation on argument ellipsis to more conclusively determine how ASL fits into the larger typology.

2.2 Bare Nouns

ASL is a bare nominal language, like Mandarin and Russian: it does not have obligatory definite or indefinite markers, allowing the bare noun to receive definite and indefinite interpretations depending on context. Often overlooked in the literature is that ASL bare nouns allow anaphoric uses.

For example, the second instance of the bare noun PRIEST in (7) from Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin 2016 is used anaphorically without the use of IX.\(^2\)

(7) TODAY SUNDAY. DO-DO. GO CHURCH, SEE PRIEST. (*IX) PRIEST NICE \\
‘Today is Sunday. What to do? I’ll go to church, see the priest. The priest is nice.’

There is no formal discussion on what the denotation of these nouns are, or how they are used anaphorically, as far as the author knows. Note that, as discussed previously in the dissertation, there has been an extensive amount of work done on different interpretations of bare nouns in other spoken languages (Chierchia 1998b; Dayal 2009; Jenks 2015; Jiang 2012, a.o.). Many of the research questions on bare argument languages like Mandarin, Hindi, and Russian would be relevant to ASL as well, and it would be fruitful to closely investigate how ASL fits into the picture of the larger category of bare argument languages.

2.3 IX and loci

Across sign languages, a point with the index finger (IX) can be used to point to an abstract locus in the signing space to refer back to an antecedent anaphorically (Friedman 1975, Liddell 2000, Neidle et al. 2000, Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin 2016 a.o.). There has been a lot of attention given to analyzing IX and loci, in formal syntax and semantics. In the syntactic discussions, IX has been analyzed as a determiner (Irani 2016; MacLaughlin 1997; Neidle et al. 2000), a demonstrative

\(^2\)Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin (2016) use this example not to show that bare nouns are possible in anaphora but to argue that IX is not like the strong definite in Schwarz 2009 which allows anaphoric uses.
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(Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin 2016), as well as a personal pronoun (MacLaughlin 1997; Schlenker 2011). In the semantic literature, there has been discussions on whether to analyze loci as signed correlates of phi-features (Neidle et al. 2000, Kuhn 2015) or variables in the dynamic semantic framework (Schlenker 2011). IX and loci do not have to cooccur. Due to this, we often see that an analysis of a specific combination of IX and locus is generalized to the whole class of IX or loci. Noting this, Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin 2016 analyze the use of IX in isolation, without association with loci. However, this also misses an important generalization. It is true that loci are not always necessary on IX, but whether a locus is associated with IX affects distribution as well as interpretation, as will be shown in 4.

Thus, I will organize the previous arguments on IX and loci in the following way. I start with the discussions of IX as encoding some kind of anaphoric expression. Unlike MacLaughlin 1997 and Neidle et al. 2000 who analyze IX as a definite determiner without discussing different uses of definite determiners in English, Irani (2016) specifies that IX corresponds to the anaphoric definite. Kuhn (2015) presents evidence that IX is pronominal rather than reflexive. While his argument that IX is not reflexive is strong, it is unclear whether IX has to be a pronoun rather than other types of anaphoric expressions. We have seen throughout this thesis that definite descriptions and demonstratives are included in the scale of anaphoric expressions. Which type of anaphoric expression IX is, is not specified in Kuhn’s analysis. In fact, Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin (2016) argues that IX should be analyzed as a demonstrative rather than a pronoun, showing examples where IX seems to be more marked than English pronouns. I discuss these studies in turn, establishing that IX encodes anaphoricity.

I then go on to discussions of ASL loci in the formal semantic literature, where they have been analyzed as indices (Lillo-Martin & Klima 1990; Steinbach & Onea 2015) or features (Kuhn 2015) associated with pronoun reference. I will show that there are limitations on both of these analyses due to the fact that a) IX to locus is neither obligatory nor licensed in all anaphoric contexts in ASL, and b) the use of locus seems to track with contrast. These two properties are difficult to explain in either index-based or feature-based analyses.

2.3.1 IX

IX has been analyzed as a definite determiner (MacLaughlin 1997; Neidle et al. 2000). However, as discussed in earlier chapters, there are two uses of definite determiners that have been discussed in more recent semantic literature. Schwarz (2009) argues that the uniqueness-denoting definites should be semantically distinguished from the familiarity-denoting definites. The latter carries an anaphoric index and requires that the referent be familiar to conversation participants, while the former simply requires that the referent be unique in the given context. Cross-linguistic studies show that these two types of definites are morphosyntactically distinguished in a number of languages. Applying this distinction to ASL, Irani (2016) argues that IX should be analyzed as the familiarity-denoting definite (called strong definites following Schwarz 2009), based on examples as in (8). It is shown in (8) that IX to the locus associated with the book \(X_A\) is obligatory for the anaphoric use of the book in the second sentence.

\[
(8) \quad \text{JOHN BUY } X_A \text{ BOOK, } X_B \text{ MAGAZINE. } \#(IX_A) \text{ BOOK EXPENSIVE.}
\]

‘John bought a book and a magazine. The book was expensive.’ [Irani 2016]

Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin (2016) also provide examples against analyzing IX as the uniqueness-denoting (weak) definite, as shown in (9). In (9), what we see is that IX is not licensed just by the

\[
(9) \quad \text{JOHN NOT-EXISTS \#(IX) \text{ ALL BOOK EXPENSIVE.}}
\]

The subscript after IX represents the locus variable. IX without a locus in glosses suggests that the pointing sign is in the neutral position rather than at a specific locus.
fact that the referent (the capital of France) is unique in the given context. IX seems to require the referent to be familiar with conversation participants, which it isn’t in (9).

(9) FRANCE (*IX) CAPITAL WHAT
‘What is the capital of France?’

In fact, Koulidobrova (2012) argue that IX is not the strong definite either, using examples like (10).

(10) TODAY SUNDAY. DO-DO. GO CHURCH, SEE PRIEST. (*IX) PRIEST NICE
‘Today is Sunday. What to do? I’ll go to church, see the priest. The priest is nice.’

The conflicting analyses between Irani 2016 and Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin 2016 can be resolved when we consider the neutral IX used in (10) separately from IX to locus discussed in Irani 2016. Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin (2016) purposefully only focuses on IX to the neutral position rather than IX to loci in order to tease apart the effects of loci and the meaning of IX. Instead of generalizing this analysis to IX to loci as well, I restrict the analysis in Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin 2016 to neutral IX only, and suggest that IX to loci indeed allows anaphoric uses as claimed in Irani 2016. In the present work, the two types of IX will be analyzed as two separate morphemes. In other words, IX to loci is not analyzed as the neutral IX plus a locus. Neutral IX and IX to loci are two separate morphemes that do not have an entailment or a subset relation.

It has been observed that IX behaves like a pronoun rather than a reflexive. For example, it has been observed that IX shows Condition B effects like other pronouns ((11); Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006) as well as crossover effects (Lillo-Martin 1991; Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006; Schlenker & Mathur 2013).

(11) Condition B in ASL:
   a. *JOHN$_a$ LIKES IX-a.$a$
   b. JOHN$_a$ LIKES SELF-a.$a$

(12) Crossover effect in English:
   a. Which boy$_i$ did he think that$_i$ would win?
      (Unavailable reading: Which boy $x$ is such that $x$ thought that $x$ would win?)

(13) Crossover effect in ASL:
   a. *WHO-CL-a IX-a THINK MARY LOVE NO-MATTER WHAT?
      ‘Who does he think Mary will love no matter what?’
      Intended: ‘Which person $x$ is such that $x$ thinks that Mary loves $x$ no matter what?’
      [Schlenker & Mathur 2013]

Kuhn (2015) adds semantic similarities such as covariation with the antecedent as shown in (14).

(14) EACH-TIME LINGUIST$_a$ PSYCHOLOGIST$_b$ THE-THREE-a,$b,1$ TOGETHER WORK, IX-a HAPPY BUT IX-b HAPPY NOT.
    ‘Whenever I work with a linguist and a psychologist, the linguist is happy but the psychologist is not happy.’

These data points establish that IX is like a pronoun and not like a reflexive. It is crucial to note, however, that the only conclusion we can draw from this set of examples is that IX is not a reflexive. Whether it is necessarily a personal pronoun rather than other types of anaphoric expressions like a strong definite or a demonstrative is not derived from these examples. This is because a strong
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definite and a demonstrative also show all of these properties: Condition B in (15a), crossover effects in (15b) and (15c).

(15)  
a. John likes {him, the boy, that boy}$_i$

b. Which boy did {he, the boy, that boy} think $t_i$ would win?
   (Unavailable reading: Which boy $x$ is such that $x$ thought that $x$ would win?)

c. Whenever I work with a linguist, {he, the linguist, that linguist} is happy.

In fact, Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin (2016) argue that IX should be analyzed not as a personal pronoun but as a demonstrative. Their argument is based on examples as in (16).

(16)  
a. MOTHER$_i$ PERSUADE MARY$_j$ MAKE SANDWICH$_k$. a-IX$_{j,k,s}$ GOOD
   ‘My mother persuaded my sister to make a sandwich. {She/it} is good.’

b. SANDWICH$_k$ MOTHER$_i$ PERSUADE MARY$_j$ MAKE. b-IX$_{i,j,k}$ GOOD.
   ‘Mother is persuading Mary to make a sandwich. {Mother/Mary} is good.

There is a descriptive generalization that personal pronouns refer to the most salient referent or the topic, while demonstratives refer to the other referent in English. For example, demonstrative pronouns in German are analyzed as anti-topic or anti-perspective holder in Hinterwimmer & Bosch 2016, 2018. Showing that IX in neutral position is degraded in referring to the subject in (16a) and in referring to the topic in (16b), Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin argue that IX is not a personal pronoun but a demonstrative.

However, note that there are many factors that may be playing a role in this resolution pattern shown in (16). The first factor is the last-mention bias. For example, pronouns in spoken languages are often observed to refer to the last-mentioned referent (Roberts 2002). This is shown in the example in (17) with the English pronoun she.

(17)  
A woman entered from stage left. Another woman entered from stage right. She was carrying a basket of flowers. [Roberts 2002]

If pronouns are likely to refer to last-mentioned elements, then the tendency of a-IX in (16a) and b-IX in (16b) in not referring to the first-mentioned entity (MOTHER and SANDWICH, respectively) follows from an analysis of IX as pronouns.

Another factor is the availability of null arguments in ASL anaphora. This is an important difference between languages like English and ASL because, as discussed in previous chapters, the interpretation of an expression including its markedness is affected by the presence of other expressions in the language. In other words, given two expressions that can refer to the same referent in a given context, the more complex form is marked. This is what we find with overt pronouns and demonstratives in English. In languages that make use of null arguments like Romance, the null argument can compete with the overt pronoun, thus making overt pronouns marked. Since IX to a neutral position is an overt pronominal expression, it may be more marked than the null pro, just like in Romance languages. So, it is predictable that the more marked IX would refer to secondary referents due to a competition with the less marked null argument. With this in consideration, the markedness of IX in examples like (16) remains compatible with analyses of IX as a pronoun.

What we have seen so far is that while there is a number of examples that suggest that IX encodes anaphorocity, it is unclear which kind of anaphoric expression IX should correspond to. There are two issues that complicate the matter in these works. The first is the heavy focus on the comparison between ASL and English. ASL is a bare argument language that makes use of bare nouns as well as null arguments frequently. This is different from languages like English that does not allow either form in argument positions. Thus, trying to give an English-based label to a morpheme in ASL
causes us to miss important generalizations about the distribution and interpretation of IX. Second, IX was assumed to be a single category that has a uniform interpretation across all of its uses. There is no distinction between neutral IX and IX to a locus in Kuhn 2015 or Irani 2016. Koulidobrova & Lillo-Martin (2016) focus on IX to a neutral position, but generalize analysis of IX\text{NEUT} to all uses of IX, including IX to locus.

I will show later in the chapter that distinguishing the two uses of IX semantically allows us to better account for their interpretation as well as their distributional properties.

2.3.2 Locus

We now turn to analyses of loci in formal literature. In formal studies, it has been debated whether loci should be analyzed as indices that pronouns carry in semantics, or whether they should be analyzed as grammatical features that check the uninterpretable features carried by verbs in syntax. I discuss both in turn.

The idea of analyzing ASL loci as indices has received a lot of interest since Lillo-Martin & Klima 1990. The idea is that loci are like pronouns in English that carry indices, and the loci are overt instantiations of those indices, which are not visible in spoken languages. Sign languages are attractive in that they show both the assignment of loci to a specific referent and the later reference by using that loci. Consider (18) for example.

(18) I SEE DOCTOR IX\text{A} PHILOSOPHER IX\text{B}. IX\text{B} NICE.

'I saw a doctor, and a philosopher. The philosopher was nice.'

The locus a is assigned with the doctor, and the locus b is assigned to the philosopher in the first sentence. Then, later pointing to one of the loci, for example, IX\text{B} picks up the referent previously associated with that locus, so the second sentence is true of the philosopher the signer met is nice.

On the other hand, in more syntactic-based analyses, loci are analyzed as grammatical features that pronouns carry to check the uninterpretable features on verbs. In spoken languages, phi-features like gender, number and person on verbs are analyzed to be uninterpretable, and thus must be checked by arguments that carry matching features. For example, the verb likes has an uninterpretable singular feature that can be checked by singular NPs like he. A parallel analysis is given for ASL by considering different kinds of verbs available in sign languages. ASL, like many other sign languages, make use of what is often called ‘directional’ verbs, where the starting point of the verb matches the locus associated with the subject and the end point matches the locus associated with the object, and is used in contrast to ‘plain’ verbs, which do not show such matching of location (Padden 1983). Kuhn (2015) argues that these directional verbs are lexically specified two uninterpretable features, one associated with the subject, and the other associated with the object (see also Neidle et al. 2000). IX that points to the loci associated with subjects and objects check these features, thus making the sentence grammatical. He further argues that plain verbs, verbs that do not show this directionality, are underspecified in terms of loci, meaning that a verb could appear with no uninterpretable feature that must be checked by a pronoun in that locus.

Note that the definition of ‘feature’ in this account is a syntactic one, that does not assume any semantic meaning. In semantic analyses of pronouns, many of the phi-features are assumed to carry meaningful information, like the feminine feature carrying a presupposition that the referent is female. The argument in Kuhn 2015 is a fully grammatical one, where the only purpose of carrying a feature is to check the matching feature on the verb.

Later in the chapter, I show that neither the index-based account nor the feature-based account can fully explain the optionality of loci in anaphoric expressions in ASL. Loci are not always licensed in all contexts of ASL anaphora, which is problematic if loci are analyzed as overt instantiations of
indices that pronouns carry. This is because it is assumed in semantics that all cases of anaphora make use of indices. Thus, this would greatly weaken the claim made in the indexed-based accounts: loci have to be analyzed as overt instantiations of indices even though covert indices are also possible in the language. Also, loci seem to be triggered by the presence of contrast. This is not expected if loci are fully grammatical features, because grammatical agreement or feature-checking does not get affected by saliency of referents or contrast with other competing referents. After discussing these difficulties, I will propose an alternative analysis of loci.

2.4 Distribution

Now that we have looked at the three anaphoric expressions in ASL, we go on to look at their distribution in corpus-based referent tracking studies. I look at Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016, where 12 native signers were presented with a simple, 6-panel picture depicting a story and were asked to retell the story. A number of different anaphoric expressions available in ASL such as the null argument, classifiers, and IX were counted in the collected corpus, focusing on the subject position. In order to determine how referent status affects the choice of the anaphoric expression, they adopt the three-way distinction of referent status in the discourse from Gullbert 2006. The categories are as follows.

(19) a. **Introduced**: First mention of a referent, independent of clause position
b. **Maintained**: A referent having appeared in any position in the previous clause appearing in the current clause as sentential subject
c. **Reintroduced**: A referent appearing as sentential subject in the current clause, subsequent to a clause where the referent was not mentioned

Note that the latter two categories, maintained and reintroduced, focuses on the distance between the antecedent and the anaphor. As discussed earlier, the relative distance between the antecedent and the anaphor is not so crucial to the present work. What is important for this work is the presence of competing referents, which is not coded in this set of narrative production studies. Thus, I reanalyze their categories and call the category that only contains the maintained referents the ‘narrow anaphora’ and the category that contains both maintained and reintroduced referents the ‘broad anaphora’. I will focus mainly on the broad anaphora category to look at wider ranges of anaphora, with the understanding that the presence of contrast remains unspecified in this category.

With these new categories, the proportion of each expression is listed in (20).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anaphora</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Pronoun</th>
<th>Null Argument</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>0.07 (24)</td>
<td>0.01 (4)</td>
<td>0.71 (219)</td>
<td>0.20 (63)</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad</td>
<td>0.10 (34)</td>
<td>0.01 (4)</td>
<td>0.70 (239)</td>
<td>0.19 (63)</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First note that the null argument is dominant in both categories of anaphoric reference, with around 70% of all anaphoric expressions being null arguments. Nominals can be used in anaphora as well, especially when the definition of anaphora is broadened to include reference to an entity not immediately after it is introduced. Within the nominal category, the bare noun is most frequently found, as the table reproduced from Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016 (Table 4, p.60) shows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anaphora</th>
<th>CL noun</th>
<th>Finger-spell</th>
<th>IX noun</th>
<th><strong>Noun</strong></th>
<th>Noun CL</th>
<th>Noun IX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>0.00 (0)</td>
<td>0.04 (1)</td>
<td>0.04 (1)</td>
<td><strong>0.88 (21)</strong></td>
<td>0.00 (0)</td>
<td>0.04 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad</td>
<td>0.00 (0)</td>
<td>0.04 (1)</td>
<td>0.04 (1)</td>
<td><strong>0.94 (31)</strong></td>
<td>0.00 (0)</td>
<td>0.00 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that IX rarely appears in this kind of production study. The pre-nominal and post-nominal
use of IX only occur once each in the whole set of data.

2.5 Summary and Preview of Proposal

What we see from this overview is the following. While the most amount of attention in formal semantics has been given to the use of loci in ASL, the current analyses of loci as features or indices do not take into account the frequency data presented in corpus-based studies. What referent tracking studies like Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016 show is that IX to locus is rarely used in simple narratives. This is problematic for both index-based and feature-based analyses of loci because any formal theory assumes that both indices and features are available for all anaphoric references. Given that loci are not obligatory for all anaphoric expressions in ASL, while indices and features are assumed to be present in all anaphoric reference, the only claim we can really maintain given the distribution is one-way: while loci might be indices or features, it is not the case that these are always instantiated as loci in the language. While it is possible that a language has both overt and covert realizations of a certain semantic concept, the current analysis does not have a story on why there is this divide between overt and covert instantiations, and how this divide is delineated.

Thus, it seems that the relative distribution and licensing condition of IX, as well as how it compares to other expressions available for anaphora in ASL, should be more closely evaluated before we can conclude anything about its counterpart in spoken languages.

In the rest of the chapter, I return to the distributional properties of anaphoric expressions in ASL, with the focus on how the distributional property can reflect the underlying semantic denotations of these expressions. The first step is to investigate the use of null arguments, bare nouns, and different forms of IX in production studies. In Section 3, I discuss the data reported in Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016 and Czubek 2017, which suggest that while null arguments are frequently used, IX is not so frequent in production data. There are also hints of IX being licensed when there are more competing referents. However, because these studies did not specifically look for the presence of contrast in the contexts, and because they did not distinguish the neutral IX and the IX to locus, the conclusions I can draw from these studies is only preliminary.

In order to investigate the effect of contrast on anaphoric expressions in a more fine-grained manner, a series of grammaticality judgment tasks were designed, where ASL signers were asked to evaluate and comment on the felicitousness of sentences for which we manipulated the presence of contrast and the choice of anaphoric expressions. In section 4, I present the data from three consultation sessions with ASL signers. I show that the results from this study provides some new insights on IX use in ASL. First, I show that IX to loci is indeed not so frequent, and is only licensed in contrastive contexts. IX to the neutral position, however, appears more readily in contexts without contrast in our elicited data set.

Given these data, I propose that IX to locus and IX to neutral position must be distinguished semantically. Specifically, I analyze IX to neutral position as carrying less information than IX to locus, thus more like a pronoun. IX to locus is analyzed like a demonstrative in Chapter ???. The distributional and licensing difference between IX to locus and IX to neutral position is naturally derived from the competition mechanism proposed in this theory: because IX to locus carries more information, it is only triggered when the presupposition of IX to neutral is not met, specifically when there is more than one possible antecedent. I will show that this analysis is in line with analyzing the use of space such as lateral shift and role shift as contrastive in ASL (Joyce 2019; Kimmelman et al. 2016). Null arguments and bare nouns also compete in the anaphoric scale, and evidence for that is presented in Section 5.
3 IX in production studies

In this section, I discuss the relative frequency of different anaphoric expressions in narrative production studies. I specifically look at Czubek 2017 which replicates and extends the data from Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016 with more complex narratives. What we can conclude from the reference tracking studies is that a) IX is not as common as other mechanisms of anaphora such as null arguments and bare nouns, and that b) IX seems to be licensed when there are more competing referents. Throughout the section, I point out the categorizations of discourse status and expression type that are not straightforwardly translatable to our study, motivating a more fine-grained investigation of IX, which I present in the next section.

The goal of Czubek 2017 is to replicate and extend the investigation of referential expressions in Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016. Frederiksen & Mayberry (2016) report on their narrative production study conducted on 12 native signers of ASL, where the signers were shown a simple 6-panel story involving 2 animate entities and one object. Only the expressions in the subject position were counted in their study. Czubek (2017) makes use of a more complex stimulus, the Balloon Story (Hoffmeister et al 1999, adapted from Karmiloff-Smith 1979), which involves three competing animate entities and 2 inanimate entities. In addition, Czubek (2017) presents a coding data from three professionally-produced ASL narratives: Wrong Daughter by Elinor Kraft, Deaf Spies of the Civil War by Ben Bahan, and Bird of a Different Feather by Ben Bahan. The table in (23) summarizes the relative proportion of tokens by discourse status and type in Frederiksen & Mayberry’s stimulus as well as the four narrative data from Czubek 2017. As briefly discussed in the previous section, both Frederiksen & Mayberry and Czubek make use of the three-way distinction in discourse status from Gullbert 2006: introduced, maintained, and reintroduced. The definition for each discourse status is repeated in (22).

(22) a. Introduced: First mention of a referent, independent of clause position
    b. Maintained: A referent having appeared in any position in the previous clause appearing in the current clause as sentential subject
    c. Reintroduced: A referent appearing as sentential subject in the current clause, subsequent to a clause where the referent was not mentioned

The definition of familiarity that I make use of in identifying anaphoric expressions involves referring to an entity that is in the domain of familiar entities. A referent is assumed to enter the domain by previous reference, with details provided in Chapter ???. Whether a referent is uniquely identifiable is crucial in my discussion, as this is what determines the form of the anaphoric expression from the scale. Note that this definition is orthogonal to the distance between the anaphoric expression and the antecedent: it is possible for the referent to be uniquely identifiable even if the antecedent is separated from the anaphoric expression by a few clauses, as long as there is no competing referent. Thus, the difference between ‘maintained’ (which means that the anaphoric expression appears in the immediately subsequent clause) and ‘reintroduced’ (which means that there is at least one clause between the anaphoric expression and the antecedent) is not as important for our purposes as the presence of competing referents. In the way anaphoric expressions are labeled in these works, it is not possible to know whether there are competing referents. For example, it may be that the expression is labeled ‘maintained’ because the antecedent appears in the immediately previous clause, but has a competing referent in the object position of the previous clause.

Thus, in this section, I provide the counts from Czubek 2017 by combining the two discourse statuses under the category of ‘broad anaphora’. The ‘maintained’ category from Czubek 2017 is maintained under ‘narrow anaphora’ for now, though the counts do not make a difference for us. Because it is not known whether competing referents intervene for any of these instances of
anaphoric expressions, both categories remain a rough estimate when translated to this work.

As discussed in the overview on bare nouns, Czubek (2017) does not count the use of bare nouns separately as a category. His category of Definite Descriptions (DD) includes the use of a noun accompanied by IX. Thus, the table in (23) does not indicate the proportion of bare nouns in anaphoric uses, but the proportion of IX with noun vs. IX in isolation. Also note that whether the IX is pointing to a neutral position or to a locus is not reflected from the coding.

(23) Proportion of anaphoric expressions by discourse status and type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Anaphoricity</th>
<th>DD</th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>IX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czubek 2017</td>
<td>Narrow (306)</td>
<td>28% (85)</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balloon Story</td>
<td>Broad (395)</td>
<td>36% (141)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASL Narratives</td>
<td>Narrow (123)</td>
<td>4.87% (6)</td>
<td>11.38%</td>
<td>29.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broad (171)</td>
<td>12% (21)</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The categorization of anaphoric expressions was different in Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016. While Frederiksen & Mayberry (2016) counted bare nouns separately from IX, they did not count IX in isolation as a separate category. Thus, Czubek 2017 reorganizes data from Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016 to match his coding and draws the following conclusions.

**Null arguments were less frequent in Czubek 2017.** While null arguments were very frequently found in Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016, Czubek (2017) finds less of them, especially in the Balloon Story. Null arguments are more frequent in the professionally-recorded ASL narratives.

**IX in isolation was more frequent in Czubek 2017.** While isolated use of IX was almost nonexistent for Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016, Czubek (2017) found IX to be more frequent in anaphora (8% in the combined category of ‘broad anaphora’). Note that IX was even more frequent, accounting for about 30% of anaphoric uses in professionally-recorded ASL narratives.

**Definite Descriptions were more frequent in Czubek 2017.** The use of nouns with IX also increased for Czubek 2017. This with the last observation together suggests that the use of IX was overall more frequent in Czubek 2017 than Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016. IX with nouns, however, were not so frequent in ASL narratives, accounting for about 12% of all anaphoric uses.

### 3.1 Accounting for the differences

In comparing his data with that presented in Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016, Czubek (2017) suggests that the relative simplicity of the story used in Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016 may have affected the different counts of anaphoric expressions. In this section, I expand on this suggestion, forming testable hypotheses. Because the difference in coding in Czubek 2017 hides the important factors for the hypothesis, namely contrast and loci use, I present a new study in the next section that addresses the hypothesis more directly.

First, note that the decrease in the use of the definite descriptions in the professionally-recorded ASL narratives may be due to the highly rehearsed and organized nature of the story. It is likely that the more rehearsed a story is, the simpler it gets as the storyteller can set a point of view from which the story could be told. The increase in the simpler forms, the IX in isolation and the null argument, may also be explained in a parallel way. However, because professionally narrated stories differ from naturally-produced stories, a direct comparison would be difficult.
The decrease in null arguments and the increase in more complex forms IX and IX with nouns (DDs) may be explained in terms of the relative complexity in the balloon story used in Czubek 2017. See the following table in (24) to compare the number of characters present in the story.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Animate referents</th>
<th>Inanimate referents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frederiksen &amp; Mayberry 2016</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czubek 2017</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the absolute difference in number of characters, the role of the second character in Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016 was much less important in the story than the role of the second character in Czubek 2017. For example, while the second character in Czubek 2017 played a crucial role in the course of the story (popping the balloon that the main character bought), the second character in Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016 was simply someone standing at the table where the main character bought something. This difference might have triggered some contrastive uses comparing the main character with the secondary character in the latter story but not in the former story.

I hypothesize that the use of IX with locus is triggered by contrast. While null arguments are possible for referring to the uniquely identifiable entity, IX to a locus must be used to distinguish between referents when there is more than one competing antecedent.

The use of IX with a locus in ASL is triggered by contrast, which requires the signer to locate competing referents in different loci to distinguish them. This results from the competition mechanism of anaphora, in which the use of IX to a locus implies that the entity is not uniquely identifiable and requires the information provided by the locus.

While the counts in Czubek 2017, especially the contrast from the simpler story in Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016, provides some initial support for the hypothesis, there are important limitations that need to be addressed. First, note that while the overall number of competing characters suggests that there were more contrastive contexts in the story used in Czubek 2017, it is impossible to test this directly from the way the tokens of anaphoric expressions are coded. As discussed before, the tokens are only categorized based on the distance from the antecedent, rather than whether there are competing antecedents intervening. Thus, it would be important to test contrastive and noncontrastive contexts directly. Second, the category of IX is not further divided in terms of whether it points to a neutral position or to a locus. The hypothesis in (25) relies on the assumption that loci are used to distinguish different referents. In this hypothesis, IX to a neutral position would still predict that the referent is uniquely identifiable. So it is crucial to tease apart these two uses and investigate them separately. In addition, IX in Czubek’s study also included uses of first and second-person pronouns, which results in conflating shifted, deictic references with anaphoric references. So a study that only looks at IX to third-person reference in non-shifted contexts would be necessary.

In the next section, I discuss a set of comprehension and production studies that address the hypothesis in (25) that takes into account the distinction between contrastive and noncontrastive contexts as well as the different kinds of IX available in ASL.

4 Novel data: Effects of contrast in ASL anaphora

In this section, I report data from Ahn, Kocab, & Davidson 2019 where short, two-sentence discourses were presented to consultants by a deaf, signing member of our research team, one discourse at a time. Consultants provided acceptability judgments immediately after each one, commenting on whether it is clear who the referent is, and whether they would sign the sentence in that way.
This approach allowed us to control factors of interest. The three consultants were all deaf, native signers of ASL.

In the first sentence of each test item, which we call the context sentences, we manipulated the presence of contrast in one hand and the choice of the anaphoric expression on the other hand. For example, in contexts with no contrast, we only had one salient entity introduced in the first sentence as in (26).

(26) BOY ENTER CLUB. MUSIC ON.
   ‘A boy entered club. Music was on.’

In contexts with a contrast, we added another entity into the context as in (27).

(27) BOY ENTER CLUB. MUSIC ON. SEE GIRL READ.
   ‘A boy entered a club. Music was on. He saw a girl reading.’

We also looked at contexts where the second entity is an inanimate entity as in (28).

(28) GIRL BUY BOOK.
   ‘A girl bought a book.’

In the sentences following the first, we manipulated the choice of anaphoric expression. Null arguments, bare nouns, as well as neutral IX and IX to locus were tested. For IX to locus, we also changed the context sentences so that each referent is associated with a referent. An example of each item is shown below with (27) as the context sentence and reference to the boy.

(29) a. BOY ENTER CLUB. MUSIC ON. SEE GIRL READ. DANCE.
    b. BOY ENTER CLUB. MUSIC ON. SEE GIRL READ. BOY DANCE.
    c. BOY ENTER CLUB. MUSIC ON. SEE GIRL READ. IXNEUT DANCE.
    d. BOY IXA ENTER CLUB. MUSIC ON. SEE GIRL IXB READ. IXA DANCE.
       Intended: ‘A boy$_i$ entered a club. Music was on. He$_i$ saw a girl$_j$ reading. He$_i$ danced.’

For contexts like (27) and (28) where there were two referents, we also tested the reference to the second referent, the girl and the book respectively. The set of items used for the context sentence in (28) is shown below, with (30) showing reference to the girl, and (31) showing reference to the book.

(30) a. GIRL BUY BOOK. HAPPY.
    b. GIRL BUY BOOK. GIRL HAPPY.
    c. GIRL BUY BOOK. IXNEUT HAPPY.
    d. GIRL IXA BUY BOOK IXB. IXA HAPPY.
       Intended: ‘A girl$_i$ bought a book$_j$. She$_i$ was happy.’

(31) a. GIRL BUY BOOK. ABOUT PIRATES.
    b. GIRL BUY BOOK. BOOK ABOUT PIRATES.
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c. GIRL BUY BOOK. IXNEUT ABOUT PIRATES.

d. GIRL IXA BUY BOOK IXB. IXB ABOUT PIRATES.
   Intended: ‘A girli bought a bookj. Itj was about pirates.’

4.1 Summary of sentences

Combining all of the factors above, we came up with five different test conditions, which are organized in the table below. The conditions differed on the number of potential referents (‘# Ref’; 1 vs. 2), the intended antecedent (whether it is the first or the second-mentioned entity; intended antecedent indicated with bold text in the sentence), and the animacy of the intended referent as well as the competing referent (‘Animacy’; + for animate, - for inanimate). For example, condition A only has one potential referent, while conditions B through E have two referents. Conditions B and C differ in the animacy of the competing referent: B has an animate ‘GIRL’ as a competing referent, while C has an inanimate ‘BOOK’. For each condition, an example context sentence is given. The conditions are labeled from A to E for simplicity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th># Ref</th>
<th>Animacy</th>
<th>Antecedent</th>
<th>Competing</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td>BOY ENTER CLUB. MUSIC ON.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>BOY ENTER CLUB. SEE GIRL READ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>GIRL BUY BOOK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>BOY ENTER CLUB. SEE GIRL READ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>GIRL BUY BOOK.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Effects of contrast

We report the data on the effect of contrast on the choice of anaphoric expressions. Specifically, we compared how the judgment on different anaphoric expressions differ between conditions with one or two referents. First, we compared the conditions A and B, where the only difference between the two was the presence of another referent. In the table below, we show the number of consultants out of three who accepted the anaphoric expression as felicitous and clearly referring to the intended referent, the boy.

Note that in the table, the IXLOC means that the loci were established in the previous sentence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cond.</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>null</th>
<th>IXNEUT</th>
<th>noun</th>
<th>IXLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>BOYi ENTER CLUB. MUSIC ON. [DP]i DANCE.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BOYj ENTER CLUB. SEE GIRLj READ. [DP]j DANCE.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What we see is that in condition A, where there is only one salient entity introduced in the context sentence, all four anaphoric expressions are accepted by the consultants unanimously. The null argument, the neutral IX, the bare noun, as well as IX to locus (with loci established in the context sentence) unambiguously refer to the boy.

On the other hand, in condition B, the null argument and the neutral IX are not accepted by two out of three consultants. This differs from the bare noun and IX to locus both of which were
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fully accepted by all three of the consultants. The null argument and the neutral IX were reported to be possible by the third consultant, but what we found from further discussing these sentences was that the consultant was interpreting the story as being told from the perspective of the boy. Thus, what we see is that the use of the null argument and the neutral IX can only refer to the boy if the story is told from the perspective of the boy, so that he is the topic of the narrative.

Thus, in general, we see that the null argument and the neutral IX are only licensed felicitously when there is a unique salient referent. When there is a competing referent in the context, either the noun that teases apart the two referents (BOY vs. GIRL in this context) or the locus information (A vs. B) is necessary.

When asked which sentence they would prefer in Condition A, signers chose neutral IX over IX to locus, suggesting that IX to locus is marked when used without a clear competing referent. The use of a marked form may require signers to accommodate by creating a contrastive setting and thus result in lower felicitousness.

We also compared the conditions B and C, both of which have two referents, but differ in the animacy of the competing referent. In B, the competing referent is animate (GIRL), while in C, the competing referent is inanimate (BOOK). The results are shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cond.</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>null</th>
<th>IXNEUT</th>
<th>noun</th>
<th>IXLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BOYj ENTER CLUB. SEE GIRLj READ. [DP]i DANCE.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>GIRLj BUY BOOKj. [DP]i HAPPY.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What we see is that unlike condition B where there was a difference in felicitousness between null arguments and neutral IX on one hand and the bare noun and IX to locus on the other, condition C did not show such effects. Both the null argument and the neutral IX were clear and felicitous to both consultants. The difference may be due to selectional restrictions of the predicate. Because the predicate ‘happy’ cannot take the book as its argument, the book is not a possible antecedent. Thus, the context only has one referent that would meet the presuppositions of the predicate, thus allowing the null argument and the neutral IX. We tested this possibility with condition E, where the same context sentence ‘GIRL BUY BOOK’ was provided but was followed by a sentence that had a predicate that could only apply to the book, and not to the girl. The predicate was ‘ABOUT PIRATES’. In condition E, both the null argument and the neutral IX felicitously referred to the book. This suggests that selectional restriction is also an important predictor in reference resolution and the choice of anaphoric expressions: even if there are more than one referents available, if only one of them can be selected by the predicate and thus be a plausible referent, the simpler forms such as the null argument or the neutral IX are licensed.

4.3 Effects of secondary antecedent

The table in (35) compares conditions C and E, where the test sentence was identical but the intended referent was the girl in the former and the book in the latter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cond.</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>null</th>
<th>IXNEUT</th>
<th>noun</th>
<th>IXLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>GIRLj BUY BOOKj. [DP]i HAPPY.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>GIRLj BUY BOOKj. [DP]i ABOUT PIRATES.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What we see is that when the intended referent is the girl, all four anaphoric expressions are equally possible. However, when the referent is a book, the null argument and the neutral IX are okay, but the bare noun and IX to locus are not accepted by both signers. The signers commented that creating a separate locus for the book in the test sentence is already degraded because the book is inanimate and it is possessed by the girl. Note that this degradedness of creating locus for the book in a parallel way to the girl poses a challenge for both index-based and feature-based accounts of loci. In formal semantics, indices are assigned to any NP regardless of its animacy. Also, in feature matching, subjects and objects equally carry features that can check matching features in the verb. Neither account predicts the girl and the book to behave differently in the assignment of loci. A contrast-based account that I am proposing in this work, on the other hand, does predict this difference. I am arguing that loci are triggered by contrast. In condition E, however, there is no reason to contrast the girl and the book. This crucially differs from conditions with animate referents like B or D because in those contexts, it is important to draw a contrast between the girl and the boy to determine who out of the two danced. Thus, the difficulty in assigning and using loci for Condition E is explained in terms of the lack of contrast drawn between the girl and her possession.

This would lead us to predict that, if we have two inanimate referents that need to be contrasted, IX to locus would be licensed even for an inanimate referent. We have not tested this, but data from Irani 2016 supports this prediction, where IX to a locus assigned for a magazine is licensed when it is contrasted with a book.

(36) JOHN BUY IX_A BOOK, IX_B MAGAZINE. #(IX_A) BOOK EXPENSIVE.

‘John bought a book and a magazine. The book was expensive.’ [Irani 2016]

Moving onto the bare noun in referring to the book in condition E, one of the two consultants responded that repeating the word book is repetitive and non-native-sounding. This is in line with the fact that both of the simpler expressions (the null argument and the neutral IX) were accepted by both signers, and again suggests that the consultants are not drawing a contrast between the girl and the book. The property of being a book is not necessary to resolve the referent, and thus repeating the noun is taken to be redundant. Note that this is what we find commonly in spoken languages too: when the information carried by the noun is redundant, simpler forms of anaphoric expressions are preferred. This is in line with what we found with bare argument languages as well as languages like English in previous chapters.

We also compared conditions D and E, which both referred to the second-mentioned, but differed in the animacy of that referent. The counts are given in (37).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cond.</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>null</th>
<th>IX_Neut</th>
<th>noun</th>
<th>IX_LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>BOY_{i} ENTER CLUB. SEE GIRL_{j} READ.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>GIRL_{i} BUY BOOK_{j}. [DP]_j DANCE.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference we see between the felicitousness of the null argument and the neutral IX is due to selectional restrictions of the predicate again. It is equally possible for both the boy and the girl in condition D to be the agent of the predicate ‘READ’, while it is only possible for the book in condition E to be ‘ABOUT PIRATES’. Thus, in condition D, there are two competing referents, and the simpler expressions cannot disambiguate between the two. The use of loci for the boy and the girl in condition D is fully acceptable, unlike the use of loci for the book in condition E, as we saw earlier. The reason could be that the two referents in condition D are contrasted, while the girl
and the book are not in condition E. Lastly, the bare noun was not accepted by two out of three consultants in condition D. It was later revealed, however, that the low acceptability was caused by pragmatic plausibility, where a girl who was just reading was not expected to be dancing in the next sentence. In other words, if we add an additional sentence to highlight that the two events are not happening at the same time, we expect all consultants to accept the anaphoric use of the bare noun. We have only followed up on this with one of the two consultants who rejected this sentence and confirmed this.

4.4 Effects of animacy

We now look closely at the use of the neutral IX for inanimate referents. In an earlier elicitation session separate from this current study, we noticed that two native signers of ASL distinguish between animate and inanimate referents when they refer to them with the neutral IX. For referring to animate entities, signers used what we call the ‘forward’ pointing, where the index finger is parallel to the ground, as shown in (38). For inanimate entities, signers used what we call the ‘downward’ pointing, where the tip of the index finger is pointed downward, either with or without the non-dominant index finger as the target of pointing. The picture in (39) shows a downward pointing to the non-dominant index finger.

(38) Forward pointing  (39) Downward/Index pointing

In consultation, one of the consultants rejected a test sentence where the book was referred to with a forward IX by overtly mentioning that ‘[the experimenter] was pointing to the wrong place’ and accepted the downward IX for the same test condition. Thus, the preliminary data on neutral IX suggests that neutral IX may specify the animacy feature of the antecedent. This would not be surprising given that many languages including English mark animacy in their pronouns. While English marks animacy in addition to gender and number, Thai pronouns only mark animacy, just like ASL neutral IX.

4.5 Summary of data

By manipulating the number of referents, animacy, and plausibility, we were able to confirm some hypotheses formed from looking at referent tracking studies. The findings are summarized in this section.

First, we confirmed that null arguments and bare nouns readily allow anaphoric uses in ASL. While it was already clear from referent tracking studies that null arguments are very frequent, we were able to further show that bare nouns are as readily available. That bare nouns are as readily available is not something that can be directly tested in natural production studies, because, as
discussed throughout this work, the choice of anaphoric expressions is affected by economy-based principles that choose the least redundant in a given context. Thus, unless there was a reason to use the bare noun over simpler forms like the null argument, the bare noun would not appear in natural production as easily. By explicitly using them anaphorically in test sentences and receiving feedback from consultants, we were able to verify that anaphoric uses of bare nouns is readily possible in ASL.

Second, we showed that **neutral IX and IX to locus have different distributions and licensing conditions**. While neutral IX is only licensed when there is a clear, unique referent available in the context, IX to locus was possible even in contexts with competing referents. This motivates semantically distinguishing the two uses of IX rather than analyzing the two uses with a single denotation. In natural production data from referent tracking studies (Czubek 2017; Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016), we saw that IX was not as frequently used in comparison to null arguments or bare nouns. We suggested that the lack of contrasting contexts may be a reason behind the low frequency of IX. However, it was unclear from these studies which form of IX was counted, and whether competing referents were present in the contexts that triggered the use of IX. What we have shown in the current study is that neutral IX is not licensed in contexts with a competing referent, while IX with locus is. IX with locus is not the preferred choice when there is no competing referent, suggesting that IX with locus does carry markedness properties.

Third, we have shown that **neutral IX specifies animacy by its pointing direction**. Forward pointing indicates an animate referent, while downward pointing indicates an inanimate referent. This is what I argue is the difference between null arguments and neutral IX. While null arguments do not carry any restriction on the referent, neutral IX does specify whether the referent is animate or not. This would explain why neutral IX (specifically forward pointing) was not licensed when there were two animate referents available, but licensed when there was only one animate referent with a competing inanimate referent. We would need to further test whether neutral IX is licensed when there are two inanimate referents. The prediction we can make based on our analysis is that neutral IX would not be licensed in contexts with two inanimate referents because the animacy specification would not help in resolving the referent if both potential referents are inanimate.

Finally, we have shown that **analyzing loci as indicating contrast better accounts for its low frequency in natural production and the data collected in the current work**. What we saw in natural production data and confirmed in the current study is that many other anaphoric expressions are possible in ASL and that IX to locus does not often appear in natural production. This already is a challenge for the strong version of index-based analyses where loci are analyzed as overt instantiations of indices. Moreover, we presented the incompatibility between the inanimate book and the assignment of a locus from our consultation data. Recall that in sentences like ‘GIRL BUY BOOK’ it is deemed odd to create two different loci, one for the girl and another for the book. The animacy difference should not affect the assignment of an index to an NP, or the grammatical feature that is carried by the pronouns. This again suggests that while it’s possible that a locus is an overt instantiation of indices in ASL, it’s not the case that indices are implemented as loci in ASL. The effect of animacy and contrast on loci suggest that IX to locus is more related to contrastive topic or topichood in general. If we assume that loci are used for drawing contrasts between potential referents, we can readily explain why it would be odd to create separate loci for the girl and the book. There is no reason to draw a contrast between the two referents, unlike in contexts where there are two competing animate referents.

Given these data points, I propose an analysis of anaphoric expressions in ASL. I argue that the expressions in ASL are organized into a scale, just like other languages that have been looked at in this work. I will specifically argue that the locus information is similar to the contrastive R
property carried by demonstratives in English. This analysis allows us to derive the distributional properties we saw in natural production data as well as the licensing conditions we identified in the consultation data.

5 Analysis: anaphoric expressions in ASL

Before discussing the specific denotations proposed for the anaphoric expressions, I go over the main ideas of the competition mechanism presented in earlier chapters. I have proposed that anaphoric expressions carry in their underlying structures an anaphoric index that links to the intended antecedent, and a set of restrictions (such as phi-features or the NP property) that uniquely identify the referent. For instance, the anaphoric expressions \textit{she} and \textit{the linguist} refer to the maximal female entity (sup \[\lambda x. \text{entity}(x) \land \text{female}(x)\]) and the maximal linguist (sup \[\lambda x. \text{entity}(x) \land \text{linguist}(x)\]), respectively. The index information is part of the presupposed material, such that \textit{she} and \textit{the linguist} are undefined if the maximal female entity or the maximal linguist in the given context is not identical to the discourse referent assigned at the seventh coordinate of an assignment function.

Given these structures, I argue that given multiple anaphoric expressions that can successfully refer to the intended antecedent, an economy principle requires that the least complex form is used. In other words, because \textit{she} only carries phi-features while \textit{the linguist} additional carries an NP property, \textit{she} is used in a context where there is only one female referent who is a linguist. The use of the more complex form \textit{the linguist} suggests to the addressee that the simpler form \textit{she} could not successfully resolve the referent, i.e. there are two or more female possible referents in the context. A use of a more complex form thus requires an accommodation process where alternatives to the intended referent are triggered.

I propose the following denotations for anaphoric expressions in ASL. For all of these denotations I am assuming that there is a presuppositional anaphoric index \(n\) that checks whether the returned individual is identical to the individual at \(G(n)\). In this section, I only show the denotation consisting of the maximality operator that takes a set of restrictions and return an individual that meets all of the restrictions. I argue that the null argument in ASL is analyzed as in (40). It does not carry any additional restriction for the referent and thus returns the maximal entity in the given context.

\begin{equation}
\text{null} = \text{sup} \[\lambda x. \text{entity}(x)\]
\end{equation}

The neutral IX carries one additional restriction than the null argument, which is the animacy restriction. Indicated by \(\phi(x)\) as in (41), the neutral IX morphologically distinguishes between animate and inanimate referents and returns the maximal animate or inanimate entity in the given context.

\begin{equation}
\text{IX_{NEUT}} = \text{sup} \[\lambda x. \text{entity}(x) \land \phi(x)\]
\end{equation}

The bare noun in ASL is analyzed in parallel to other anaphoric bare nouns in bare argument languages, where it carries the property denoted by the NP, and returns the maximal entity that satisfies the property of being that NP.

\begin{equation}
\text{NP} = \text{sup} \[\lambda x. \text{entity}(x) \land \text{NP}(x)\]
\end{equation}

We now move on to the analysis of IX to locus. I will argue that IX to locus as a whole carries the the \(R\) property like demonstratives in English as in (43).

\begin{equation}
\text{IX_{LOC}} = \text{sup} \[\lambda x. \text{entity}(x) \land R(x)\]
\end{equation}
However, I propose that the anaphoric function in IX\textsubscript{LOC} is contributed fully by the null argument that is not overtly visible. What we see overtly, namely the pointing to a locus, is a modifier that further modifies this null anaphor with an additional locative property.

Recall that the $R$ property is the additional property that was proposed for adnominal and pronominal demonstratives in English. The main role of $R$ is to provide an additional restriction that helps in identifying the referent. For spoken languages, this could be an exophoric gesture that indicates the location of the referent, or a relative clause that defines who that referent is with a property. What I am arguing is that IX to a locus is exactly this exophoric pointing gesture. IX to a location $a$ returns the same meaning as the exophoric pointing gesture to a location $a$ as shown in (44).

\begin{equation}
[\text{IX}_a] = [\rightarrow a] = \lambda x. \text{x is at a}
\end{equation}

Thus, in my analysis, IX to a locus is not on its own an anaphoric expression. It is simply a modifier that adds some information about the referent’s location. This location can be both physical and abstract. If IX carries information about the physical location of the referent, then it would be identical to an exophoric use of demonstratives in spoken languages. This is what we see with exophoric IX in ASL, where the signer can directly point to an actual entity present in the context. For example, IX to a boy at a location $c$ in ASL is identical to the exophoric pointing to $c$ in spoken languages as in (45).

\begin{equation}
\text{BOY IX}_c \text{ HAPPY.}
\end{equation}

‘That $\rightarrow_c$ boy is happy.’ [ASL]

IX can also carry an abstract location. In anaphoric uses of loci, the locus does not refer to an actual location in the given context but an abstract one that the signer establishes.

The main reason for analyzing IX to a locus as a modifier rather than an anaphoric expression comes from the difference between neutral IX and IX to locus. The crucial difference between the two is that while neutral IX is used out of the blue to refer anaphorically to a salient entity, IX to locus requires that locus to be established prior to the anaphoric use. For example, in (46) for IX\textsubscript{A} to refer to the boy assigned at locus $A$, it is crucial to assign that boy to that locus prior to using IX\textsubscript{A} anaphorically.

\begin{equation}
\text{BOY IX}_A \text{ ENTER CLUB. MUSIC ON. IX}_A \text{ DANCE.}
\end{equation}

By definition, anaphoric expressions require the referent to be familiar to conversation participants. This holds for the second use of IX\textsubscript{A} in (46) because it refers to the familiar boy introduced in the first sentence. However, in the first use of IX\textsubscript{A}, there is nothing familiar about the boy that was just introduced. This is why IX\textsubscript{A} itself should not be analyzed as something that requires familiarity. Instead, I argue that IX\textsubscript{A} is a modifier that can apply to newly introduced and familiar referents equally.

In the introductory use, IX\textsubscript{LOC} is used as an appositive relative clause that does not restrict the reference. For example, JOHN IX\textsubscript{A} in an introductory use would mean ‘John, who I will sign at A’. In the anaphoric use, the relative clause composes with the null anaphor restrictively, just like the relative clauses used with demonstratives in English. Recall that the relative clause ‘who read’ in (47) defines the referent with the property of reading.

\begin{equation}
\text{Those who read never fail.}
\end{equation}

Just like the relative clause, IX to locus defines the referent as someone who is signed at that locus.
Thus, the null anaphor carrying the property of being signed at a, would be translated as ‘the entity that I sign(ed) at a.’

The fact that the IX_{LOC} is used appositively in the introductory use but restrictively in the anaphoric use is not surprising. We find that some relative clauses in English are ambiguous between appositive and restrictive uses (Sauerland 2000). Also, a relative clause with a null head noun is available in languages that allow null anaphors like Mandarin. Examples are shown in (48) and (49).

(48) Mai-cai-de ∅ hen nianqing.
    sell-vegetable-RC ∅ very young
    ‘The vegetable seller is very young.’ [Yuyin He, p.c.]
(49) Wo mai-de dongxi he ni mai-de dongxi zai zher. Wo mai-de ∅ hen gui.
    I buy-RC stuff and you buy-RC stuff exist here. I buy-RC ∅ very expensive
    ‘The things I bought and the things you bought are here. The ones I bought are expensive.’

My argument is to draw a parallel between the relative clauses ‘that sell vegetables’ in (48) and ‘that I bought’ in (49) with IX to locus in ASL. IX to locus is a more grammaticalized set of relative clauses that describe the referents in terms of where they are located in the abstract space. Another similar correlate we find in spoken languages is when we use letters to keep track of multiple referents in English. Consider the example in (50).

(50) Let me tell you about all the boys in that group. Boy A is modest and very hard-working. Boy B is reserved but enthusiastic. Boy C is the leader of the group. While C is younger than A and B, C is the one that resolves conflicts when they arise.

Note that the letters A, B, and C were used to label the different boys and were subsequently used to refer back to respective referents. IX to locus in ASL has the abstract-ness of using letters to keep track of referents as in (50) and the structure of using relative clauses with null anaphora as in (48) and (49).

5.1 Competition

I have argued in this section that IX_{LOC} is a modifier that further restricts the anaphoric reference of a null anaphor. How would this fit into the anaphoric scale and the competition mechanism?

Let’s consider the denotations proposed and repeated below. These denotations can be organized into scales based on meaning.

(51) a. \[ \text{null} = \sup [\lambda x. \text{entity}(x)] \]
b. \[ \text{IX}_{\text{NEUT}} = \sup [\lambda x. \text{entity}(x) \land \phi(x)] \]
c. \[ \text{NP} = \sup [\lambda x. \text{entity}(x) \land \text{NP}(x)] \]
d. \[ \text{IX}_{\text{LOC}} = \sup [\lambda x. \text{entity}(x) \land R(x)] \]

Note that IX can appear with or without a noun. This means that based on the presence of the noun, IX will either carry or not carry the restriction NP(x). These denotations derive two scales, one that involves the pronominal forms, and the other that involves the adnominal forms.

In the pronominal scale, IX_{LOC} competes with the IX_{NEUT}.

(52) Pronominal scale: \{ IX_{\text{NEUT}}, IX_{\text{LOC}} \}

In the adnominal scale, we IX_{LOC} competes with the bare noun.
6. CONCLUSION

Because the economy principle requires that the lowest element compatible with the context be used, the use of the additional locational property in IX_{LOC} suggests that that locational information was necessary to successfully resolve the referent. This would mean that the pronominal IX_{LOC} would suggest that the animacy information of IX_{NEUT} was not sufficient, and that the adnominal IX_{LOC} would suggest that the property denoted by the noun was not sufficient.

Let’s consider the pronominal context first. If there are two referents in a given context that differ in their animacy, IX_{NEUT} with forward or downward pointing would successfully identify the unique referent. IX to locus then suggests that there are at least more than one animate or more than one inanimate referents in the context. The fact that in our consultation data, IX to locus was degraded for the context where there was only a girl and a book is compatible with this prediction. In this context, IX_{NEUT} would have been sufficient. The use of loci in this context would suggest that there were more potential antecedents, which is misleading.

In the adnominal context, the bare noun would successfully resolve the referent as long as there is only one entity that matches the denotation of the noun. Thus, the use of the adnominal IX_{LOC} would suggest that there are more than one entities that match the NP property. This might explain why adnominal IX was more frequent in the retold stories in Czubek 2017 than in Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016. In Czubek 2017, the story contained a boy as the main character, a ballon-seller, and another boy. This differs from the story in Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016, where there was a girl as the main character and a juice-seller. In the latter story, it is sufficient to use nouns such as ‘GIRL’ and ‘SELLER’ to refer to each entity, but in the balloon story in Czubek 2017, the noun ‘BOY’ was not sufficient to tease apart the two boy referents.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have presented a close investigation of anaphoric expressions in ASL. Because there has been a large disconnect between formal studies of each expression in isolation and referent tracking studies that looked at relative frequencies of these expressions, there was no analysis that allowed us to link the two fields. By looking at both natural production data and felicity judgments, I have made the following claims that diverge from previous analyses. First, I argue that the category of IX should be semantically distinguished between neutral IX and IX to locus. While neutral IX is like a pronoun, IX to locus is analyzed as a modifier that can be used in both introducing and anaphorically referring to an entity. This semantic distinction allows us to account for the distributional differences between the two expressions as well as the fact that only IX to locus must be previously established. Second, I present a new set of data that suggest that neutral IX marks animacy by the direction of its pointing. Forward pointing refers to animate entities while downward pointing refers to inanimate entities. Third, I propose that the anaphoric expressions in ASL are organized in a scale with respect to the amount of information they carry, and that the competition mechanism correctly derives both the licensing conditions and predicts the patterns we find in natural production studies.

I conclude this chapter with a traditional discussion of ASL pronouns in Lillo-Martin & Klima 1990. In Lillo-Martin & Klima 1990, IX is analyzed as a pronoun. Given this analysis, three non-canonical aspects of ASL pronominal systems were pointed out in Lillo-Martin & Klima 1990. The first is the ‘infinite pronominal forms’ given that there is an infinite number of loci that can be pointed to by IX. The second is that the pronoun is unambiguous in that it points to the specific locus associated with an individual, rather than just giving some features like male or singular. The third is the potential for shift.
Given our new data and analysis, we focus on the first two aspects. First, if IX to some locus is a modifier similar to the exophoric gesture in spoken languages, the infinite number of loci is no longer surprising. Exophoric demonstratives in spoken languages can also make use of the infinite range of spatial locations to point and refer. The abstract use of space for anaphoric reference in ASL also has a spoken language correlate, as I showed previously, where English speakers can use letters to keep track of multiple referents at a time.

If neutral IX is analyzed as a pronoun as proposed in this work, then the second aspect is no longer relevant. Note that the fact that IX to locus unambiguously refers to one specific referent is not surprising because exophoric demonstratives also unambiguously refer to the specific referent in that location. Neutral IX, on the other hand, does not in fact have this property. As I showed in Section 5, neutral IX may at most specify animacy as a feature. Thus, if we analyze neutral IX and not IX to locus as parallel to English pronouns, they start to look much more similar, and there is nothing non-canonical about ASL pronouns. The third non-canonical property, which is the potential for shift, is not something I discuss directly in this chapter, but I do point out that many languages do in fact allow a perspective-shift for their pronouns. Thus, given the new analysis presented in this work, we are able to resolve many puzzles that have been associated with pronouns in ASL.
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